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CHAPTER I

.INTRODUCTION

Chromatography is a method of analysis in which a 
mobile phase promotes the separation of a mixture of sub
stances by differential migration as the mixture is carried 
along over a stationary phase. The moving phase may be 
either a gas or a liquid. The stationary phase may be 
either a solid which possesses adsorption propertiess or 
a liquid with absorption characteristics distributed as a 
thin film over an inert solid support which helps to 
increase the surface area of contact (2)*.

In accordance with the nomenclature recommended 
during the Symposium on Gas (Vapor Phase) Chromatography, 
London, May-June, 1956, one may speak of Gas-Solid Chroma
tography (G.S.C.), Gas-Liquid Chromatography (G.L.C.), 
Liquid-Solid Chromatography (L.S.C.), and Liquid-Liquid 
Chromatography (L.L.C.). In some books on Chromatography, 
G.L.C. is referred to as Partition Chromatography (4).'

All substances which are soluble, volatile and 
will not react or be decomposed when brought into contact

* Numbers in parentheses refer to BIBLIOGRAPHY
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with the mobile or stationary phases may be examined by 
Ghromatography (2).

The four methods of Ghromatography may be classi
fied into two major subdivisions ? Gas Ghromatography $ 
and Solution Chromatographys depending upon the choice of 
the mobile phase. Theoreticallys all four methods may be 
analysed by the techniques employed in Elution Develop
ment g Frontal Analysis arid Displacement Development (4)*

1.1 Elution Development
In Elution Development. a small sample of the 

mixture of substances which are to be separated is intro
duced into the entrance of a Chromatographic column con
taining the stationary phase. The mixture is carried 
onto the stationary phase by the introduction of the 
mobile phase. The mobile phase is not retained by the 
stationary phase. In G.S.G., the mobile phase is a gas, 
hence the name, carrier gas.

The individual constituents of the sample will be 
distributed in a characteristic manner between the moving 
phase and stationary phase, depending upon their relative 
temporary adsorptivity or absorptivity for the stationary 
phase. Those molecules of the constituents which spend 
less time in the stationary phase will be swept along 
through the column faster and will emerge in accordance 
with the relative time spent in the moving phase (9).



One particular drawback of the 
is that strongly retained constituents 
able time for elution (4)*

1.2 Frontal Analysis
During a Frontal Analysis, the mi3cture of sub

stances which are to be separated acts as the moving 
phaseo In some casese the mixture may be, diluted with a 
carrier gas. The mobile phase in this case must pass over 
the stationary phase in a chromatographic column continu
ously throughout the course of the process. Assuming 
the stationary phase possesses adsorption qualities as in 
QdSoC.»■ the individual constituents of the mixture will 
emerge from the column in the reverse order of their 
relative affinities for the adsorbent. Only the first 
constituent emitted is in the pure state. As the station
ary phase becomes saturated with the remaining constitu
ents of the mixture, the emitted mobile phase gradually 
returns to its original composition (9). This method 
of separating a mixture of substances is very unattractive 
due to the impurity of all of the zones except the initial 
emitted component (4)«

1.3 Displacement Analysis
The essential features of Displacement Analysis 

are.defined as followst A small sample of a mixture of

elution technique 
require consider-
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substances is introduced into the entrance of a chroma
tographic column containing a solid adsorbent and the 
mobile phase is subsequently admitted. Unlike the mobile 
phase which is employed in elution development9 this 
mobile phase contains an element which is adsorbed more 
than any of the individual constituents of the sample . 
mixture. The constituents of the sample will arrange 
themselves in well-defined sones in order of their 
increasing affinity for the adsorbent9 and are eventually 
forced out of the exit of the chromatographic column by 
the element in the moving phase (9)»

Looking at the column from the exit towards the 
entrances, there would appear first that band (or zone) of 
the constituent of the sample mixture which was least 
adsorbed; this band would be relatively pure. Next would 
be an intermediate region where the composition would be 
changing from the initial emitted constituent to the next 
following constituent. Immediately after this would be a 
relatively pure zone of the next least adsorbed constitu
ent. This sort of an arrangement would continue up the 
chromatographic column until all of the constituents of 
the mixture sample were separated.

The separating of a large percentage of the indlr 
vidual components of the original mixture in fairly pure 
states is the feature distinguishing this technique from



that of frontal analysis (4)»
, For analytical separations s 4i:Splacement develop

ment possesses, the disadvantage that, the zones of the 
individual constituents are not separated by aones of the 
relatively pure mobile phase as in elution development 
(4)«

wThe four basic forms of chromatography (L.S.C.,
O6So0e> LoLoCo and Q«L»G»)9 together with the three
techniques of execution (elution development $, 
frontal analysis and displacement development), 
give rise to twelve possible ways of carrying out 
chromatographic separations g * some of these, however, 
exist only on paper or are of little interest88 (4) •

: Once the effluent gas leaves the chromatographic
column it is channeled to pass through a detector. With
gas chromatography there are several different detection
methods which may be utilised. Some of these ares
(1) gas density balance, (6) ionisation, (3) infra-red
gas analysis, (4) hydrogen flame detection, (5) inter-
feromtry, (6) radioactivity measurement, (7) specific
heat measurement, (8) latent heat measurement, and (9)
thermal conductivity detection. (10).

1.4 Detector
fhe detector, which is the real brain of the 

chromatography apparatus, has. the responsibility of 
sensing and measuring the amounts of. the different com
ponents present in the column effluent. In order that the
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detector may perform as it is expected to, it must possess 
certain inherent characteristics„ The detector must be 
highly sensitive in order that it will respond to ex
tremely low levels and rapidly varying concentrations of 
the components. The response of the detector should be 
quite rapid in order that closely resolved components will 
be indicated separately and in proper sequence,1 For this 
reason the effective volume should be small. In order to 
assist in quantitative analysis, the detector8s signal 
should preferably have a linear relationship between some 
function of the components| for example, the number of 
molecules present or the concentration. The device should 
be highly dependable, quite simple to operate, able to 
reproduce results to a very high degree of accuracy, and 
require very little maintenance. It should not enter 
into any form of reaction, adsorb, absorb, or destroy any 
of the individual components. The output signal of the 
detector should, after proper amplification,.be able to 
actuate an automatic recorder (2).

There are two general methods of detection and 
they may be classified as integral or differential. 
Recently there have been developed differential detectors 
which fall into the hypersensitive range and are capable 
of detecting one molecule of component in 10^ molecules of 
the carrier gas. This type of detection reduces the size



of the sample required from milligram'#eim to the 
microgram rang®« The detectors with moderate to good sen
sitivity are suitable for use when the concentration of 
the component in the effluent is on the order ©f one mole
cule in 50^000 molecules of the carrier gas (%)<>

"... The detector used in this work was of the thermal 
conductivity cell type,

Thermal conductivity cells» or Katharometers as 
they are sometimes calledj, are essentially nothing more 
than a Wheatstone bridge circuit. Two very fin© wiress 
as nearly as possible identic,al5 (platinum =001 inches in 
diameter is an example) which possess a very high thermal 
coefficient of electrical resistance» are mounted axially 
in two separate channels through which gases may pass 
unobstructed„ The wires are then heated by a constant 
electric current which is made to pass through them. The 
temperature of the wires and therefore their resistance 
is a function of, the thermal conductivity of the Surround
ing gases5 and the physical construction of the channels„ 
If the pure carrier gas is allowed to pass through one 
channel only and a combination of carrier gas through the 
other channel plus some foreign substance9 it is obvious 
that the thermal eonductivity of the combination will dif
fer from that of the pure gas9 therefores there .will be a 
difference in the resistance of the two wires. This



difference of resistance is the quantity that is measured 
(4).

A schematic drawing of a thermal conductivity cell 
could be as shown in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1 Thermal Conductivity Cell

Although no detailed analysis of the relative 
importance of the various modes of heat transfer was 
made, it is the opinion of this author that the term 
"conductivity cell" (which has acquired common usage in 
the chromatography field) is a misnomer. The major mode 
of heat transfer from the wire is probably convection. 
Secondary effects such as radiation and conduction through 
the electrical leads are effectively cancelled out in a 
properly designed symmetrically channeled cell.

By passing pure carrier gas through both sides of 
the thermal conductivity cell (through and Kg) the 
bridge will be in balance. By allowing the effluent, a 
combination of carrier gas and a foreign substance, from
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the chrematographie column to flow through one side of 
the cell9 Kg* result will be an out of balance poten
tial between X and Y* caused by the difference in the 
thermal conductivity of the two flowing gases. It is this 
potential which is amplified and recorded on the electronic 
recorder (4)»

The actual geometry of the sensing element may 
take on several different configurations with respect to 
the flowing gas. By placing the sensing element along the 
center line of the effective volume as shown in Figure 
1-2(a)s any change in the thermal conductivity of the 
passing gases would be detected quite rapidly. Howeverg 
this arrangement is sensitive to flow fluctuationss i.e,fl 
if the flow rate were to be sharply increased, the carrier 
gas would carry with it an increase in the foreign sub
stance and the response of the sensing element would not 
be smooth. Figure 1-2(b) shows a configuration which 
would reduce the influence of the flow fluctuations by 
placing the sensing element off the main flow pathg how
ever, it has a very slow response. Figure l-2(e) is a 
compromise between (a) and (b) (4)«
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Cras / - Z ( a )
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Figure 1-2 Configuration of Sensing Element

The graphical record of the electrical output of 
the thermal conductivity cell versus time is called a 
chromatogram (6).

The three techniques of separation, elution devel
opment, frontal analysis, and displacement development, 
will give rise to three separate and distinct chromatograms• 
In frontal analysis, an ideal plot of component concentra-
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tions, as they emerge from the chromatographic column, 
versus time, would be as In Figure 1-3.

k*
to

Ia<0
& 8

77/) f
'

Figure 1-3 Chromatogram for Ideal Frontal Analysis

A detector such as the thermal conductivity cell, 
which is not capable of discriminating between two separ
ate components, would only record as indicated by the 
heavy profile line. The letters A, B, and C here repre
sent the concentrations of the individual constituents.
A point to remember is that it is the job of the chroma
tographic column to separate the individual components of 
the original mixture because the Katharometer only meas
ures a difference in the thermal resistance of the pure 
gas on one side of the cell and the carrier gas plus any 
foreign matter on the other. The foreign substance may 
be only one or a combination of constituents. A plot 
such as Figure 1-3 will not give any indication of the 
amount of the individual components present with any 
degree of accuracy. As each new constituent appears, the 
concentrations of the prior constituents decrease (9).
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The plot of the recorder response versus time for 

displacement analysis would be as shown in Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4 Chromatogram for Ideal Displacement 
Analysis

Here again a detector such as the Katharometer would only 
record as indicated by the solid line. Each step height 
is a means of qualitative identification. The quantity 
of each substance determines the length of each step. A 
separate proportionality constant is required for each 
substance. The region which is between adjacent components 
will contain a mixture of each. By properly arranging 
experimental parameters, the amount of component present 
in this mixture region can be reduced to a small percent
age of the total (9).

A differential chromatogram for one ideal constitu
ent of the elution development technique is as shown in 
Figure 1-5.
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gSTfA/r/A/Z r/Mtr

Figure 1-5 Chromatogram for Ideal Elution
Component
r-The line OCFBGD is referred to as the base line or zero 

line. The recorder, if in proper working order, will 
record only on the zero line when pure carrier gas is 
being passed through both sides of the thermal conductiv
ity cell. When a component emerges from the chromatog
raphic column and passes through the thermal conductivity 
cell, the recorder will indicate a peak such as CHEJD 
above the base line. The area is that area enclosed 
between the peak base, CD, and the peak height BE. When 
tangents are drawn through the inflection points on both 
sides of the peak, that part of the base line intercepted, 
FG, is referred to as the peak width. HJ is the peak 
width at half-height. The retention or elution time, OB, 
is that time which has elapsed between the Injection of 
the sample into the chromatography apparatus and the emer
gence of the peak maximum on the strip chart of the
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electronic recorder. The retention time is an indication 
of the individual constituent (2).

The peak area under the curve is an indication of 
the quantity of the separate component. The peak area 
must be multiplied by a proportionality constant due to 
the non-linearities brought about by variations in the 
thermal conductivity of the gases» flow rate, temperature* 
and efficiency of the chromatographic columns» The size 
of these areas may be determined by cutting the separate' 
peaks out of the chart mid weighing them* using a plani** 
meter* having some automatic integrating device in the 
recording system* or by approximating geometrically (4)o

In principle* any gas which is easily distinguish
able in the detector from any components of the mixture 
may be used as the carrier gas in G*8,0, In the majority 
of cases for practical and economic reasons the choice of 
the mobile phase is usually limited to one of the follow
ing types of gasess helium* argon* nitrogen* carbon 
dioxide* or hydrogen. The final choice depends upon a. num
ber of parameters and always involves a compromise. Some 
of the major properties of a carrier gas which must be 
considered before a choice can be made are viscosity* 
diffusivity* thermal conductivity* and safety (2).

In any form of chromatography* a pressure gradient 
is required across the column in order to move the mobile
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This p'ressux5® gradient is a Gomblnation of two ■■ 

factorst the dynamic viscosity of.the gasa and the ease 
with which the gas can flow through2 around and ever the 
erratically, distributed voids of the stationary phase. . 
High flow rates can foe obtained with gases of very low. 
viscosities with relatively.low pressure drops. This 
fact,is of particular importance when using columns of 
considerable length. Since the dynamic viscosity of 
gases increases with an increase in temperature^ exces
sively high oven, temperatures should foe avoided (4)»

Considering the two most important characteristics 
of a thermal conductivity cell to be sensitivity and 
linearityp the favored carrier gases are helium and hydro
gen (2).

It has been reported in some of the literature 
that with helium as the carrier gas and hydrogen a com
ponent to foe separated outp hydrogen will produce a nega
tive peak„ By noting the thermal conductivities of these 
two gases on page 16 of this thesis^ it is understandable 
how this might take place. In the experimental work for 
this thesisp helium was the carrier gas, and hydrogen was 
one of the components separated out and not once was a 
negative peak observed. Beftaam on page 181 in his book 
on Chromatography also states flatly that a negative peak 
should never occur (2)= The more expensive helium Is



used im preference t© hydrogen in most laboratory work,, 
beoause of the.safety factor involved (2),

Thermal, conductivities (k9s) of the gases used in 
this thesis are listed in Table 1*1„

TABLE 1*1 (3)

T H E M L  eoraucTmfT OF GASES

Same of Gas

Hydrogen 
Helium 
Methane 
Oxygen 
Mitrogen •
Carbon monoxide 
Carbon dioxide

If the mobile phase is gas rather than liquid# a 
number of important advantages are introduced. Because 
gases-do have low viscosities, the. lengths of the chroma* 
tographic columns may be very long| therefore, good 
separation of components is attainable. Complete analyses 
may be conducted quite rapidly due to the high gas flow 
rateso It is usually easier to detect smali quantities of

Thermal Conductivity, k 
(B hr"9, ft"9, F“8)

12 F ■ -• 112 F
0.099 0,124
0.082 0,097
0.0175 ' —  ■
0.0141 0,0181
0.0141 0.0179
0.0135 0,0174
0.0081 0.0121



aa unknown gas In the carrier* gas than it is to detect 
small quantities of solute in a liquid solvent (10).

The volumetric rate of the carrier gas issuing 
from the column outlet is measured at the room temperature 
and pressure. One of the following conventional devices 
is usually employed to measure the flow rates (1) a 
capillary U-tube flowmeterg (2) a rotameter (10).

In a plot of carrier gas flow rate through the 
column versus a certain set of operating conditions the 
curve has a tendency to level off and* therefore9 the car
rier gas flow rate is not a highly critical parameter.
The inside diameter of the column is a factor which, 
effects the flow rate. With a diameter of around 6 mm*

, a flow rate of 100 ml/rain will* in general* be quite satis
factory. However* very low or very high carrier gas flow 
rates will both adversely effect the ability of the column 
to separate. At very low rates* the time required, for 
separation would be so great that this type of separation 
would lose all of its practical value. On the other hand* 
at very high rates it is very likely that the column 
would not have sufficient time to completely separate out 
the components. Moderately high gas rates will provide 
an effective means of accelerating elution* if need be
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Simc© the carrier gas will at times contain r#©le~ . 

cules of other gases„ the separations that the columns 
can attain will depend upon the different Molecular 
weights to some extent <, large molecule gases are likely 
to diffuse into and out of the pores of the adsorbent more 
slowly than smaller molecule gases„ This effect can read
ily be visualised if the pores are very deep and the entrance 
to the pores are restricted0 Such an adsorbent with the 
characteristics as described above is manufactured under 
the name, Line Molecular Sieves 54°  The 5A grade indi
cates' that th# pores are approximately five Angstroms in 
diameter. Pores, of this diameter Will admit the normal 
paraffins but will not admit branched chain compounds.
Since petroleum products contain a relatively large amount 
of normal paraffins, the $k sieves' are of great importance 
when working with petroleum products (9).

The shape of the peaks on s chromatogram are 
largely a function of the detailed manner in which the 
column operates and the method by which the unknown sample 
is introduced. .The sample should be inserted into the 
circuit as rapidly as possible in what is usually referred 
to as a wplug®. The usual effect of the column is to 
broaden- out and make the- peak progressively wider and 
shallower. Theoretically, it would be possible to have 
a column which would produce no broadening effects and
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such a column would be called an ideal column. All real 
columns do possess factors which produce broadening of 
the peaks and are thus called non-ideal (6).

1<>5 Isotherm of Interaction
As the separate components of am unknown sample 

are carried onto the stationary phase by the mobile 
phasej, an equilibrium relationship for each component 
will be established between that concentration of the 
component adhering to the stationary phase and that still 
left in the moving phase. This relationship can be 
expressed by an equation which is called the isotherm of 
interaction between the two phases* The word »isotherm5 
implies that the temperature must be constant for this 
equation to hold. The simplest form of this equation
would be a linear relationship in which the concentration

\ ■ •

in the mobile phases (c)* and the concentration in the 
stationary phase* (q)g are related by the following 
equations

/ 3  - sa, ■ '

do
w h e r e i s  a proportionality constant (6).

In the case of an ideal column with a linear iso
therm* it is obvious that the output distribution of a 
particular component would have exactly the same shape as 
that of the input. In the case of a non-ideal column with
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a' linear isotherm$ the output distribution follows very 
closely that of a normal curve of err©ry or the ^Gaussian
Distribution® (6),. - . " ’

The shapes of the peaks on the chromatogram become 
.mere complex when the Isothermal relationship between the 
two phases is non-linear, Mon-linear isotherms usually , 
occur under two different situations t (1) when the con
centration in the stationary phase (q) falls below that 
corresponding to the simple^preportionality of that con
centration in the mobile phase (e)p (2) when the concen
tration in the stationary phase (q) exceeds that concen- 
tratlom in the mobile phase (c)»

Case number one occurs when the pores in the 
adsorption material become saturated- Under this sort 
of relationships the proportionality constant becomes 
lower at higher concentrations in the stationary phase«
The lower the proportionality constant the faster a com
ponent will more through the chromatographic column (6),

We may picture the component occupying a certain 
length of the columna or sone^ as it is distributed be
tween the stationary and moving phases. Since the con
centration of the component is greater in the moving 
phases the concentration of the component in the son© will
become skewed towards the outlet of the column* The peak ;

■ - - < shape corresponding to this kind of flow sho#s & steep



front profile and a sloping rear profile (6)

c* •2 > *t* v oo

1

C o k ' ' 6 e  n t y - a t  l o r t  \ r \  f h d t o ' t l e  p k a s e , C T i m e

Figure l-6(a) Concentration in Mobile Phase
Versus Concentration in Station
ary Phase

Figure 1-6(b) Recorder Response Versus Time

For case number two, the proportionality constant 
is effectively higher as the concentration in the station
ary phase is increased. This indicates that less compon
ent is in the moving phase as compared to that in the 
stationary phase. The resulting peak on a chromatogram 
would have a sloping front profile and a steep rear 
profile as shown in Figure 1-7 (6).
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Figure l-7(a) Concentration in Mobile Versus
Concentration in Stationary 
Phase

Figure l-7(b) Recorder Response Versus Time

1,6 Effectiveness of Chromatographic Column
One method used in defining the effectiveness of 

operation of a«chromatographic column is an artificial 
treatment which Martin and Synge suggested, known as the 
"Plate Theory". In this approach it is imagined that the 
column is divided along its total length into a number of 
separate zones, each of which is of such a length that 
within it there is established complete equilibrium of 
the unknown sample between the mobile phase and the sta
tionary phase. The length of these zones in the column 
is referred to as the height equivalent to a theoretical 
plate, or the HETP (6).

\
The calculated number of theoretical plates in a 

column is an imagined number of extractions which may be



thought to have taken place; this number is called the 
effectiveness of operation of the column. HETP is 
assumed to be constant throughout a given column, unless 
the ratio of the concentration of the effluent entering 
the plate to that leaving the plate differs greatly from 
unity (2).

The number of theoretical plates can be calcu
lated from several different expressions with approxi
mately the same degree of accuracy. The carrier gas can 
be considered to flow intermittently from plate to plate 
as in the original method of Martin and Synge or as con
tinuously as assumed by Glueckauf. The equation which is 
usually found easiest to work with is

n - 16 (tR>2 
(FG)2

where T^ is the retention time of the separate components, 
FG is the peak width, as drawn in Figure 1-5, and n is the 
number of theoretical plates. The units of T and FG 
should be the same, length or time (9)• The larger n is
the more effective the column is as a separating device.

<

The effectiveness of a given column is not unique to the 
column but also increases for those constituents which 
have larger retention times, assuming the base width was 
constant.



CHAPTER 11

DESCRIPTION OF THE EIP1RBOTTA1 APPARATUS

2-.1
Ceneo No, 70130 Vapor Phase Analyser was the 

is used 1m. this experiment« The 
main oompexiettts of this analyser were# an oven, two 
chromatographic columns9 a pressure regulator9 a flow 
meterfl a gas sampling valve? a thermal conductivity cell 
amd. controls for adjusting oven temperature9 themal 
comduetivity cell sensitivity9 and electrical 'signal 
outputs *

‘ • A 6-yvoIt battery was connected into the electi^ 
eal circuit to improve Ms© line stability« This re
placed the rectified S.«C0 power supply contained in-..- 
analyser which had undesirable amounts of ripple for

of the oven should- heve-r

columns i 
directly from the Central 
9 California* or may be

columns used in this



Gene© colmmns He, ?0132̂ 4i> (Made Molecular Sieves 5A)P 
aad MOo *70132*»SSs (Silica Gel)»

Flowmeter
A Manostat Corporation Predictability Flowmeter^ 

Ho, G-9'143*0* was used to measure the flow of the helium 
carrier gas.

The gas sampling valve was so constructed that 
the loops which trap the gas. samples may be replaced with 
loops of different volumes. The volume of the loops used 
in this analysis was 2.5 cubic centimeters, although 
1,0 cubic centimeter loops were also available.

The thermal conductivity cell was basically a 
Wheatstone bridge as depicted in Figure 1-1,

- A complete description of the operating charac
teristics of the control knobs may be found in the Vapor 
Phase Analyser instruction manual,

2.3 Recorder
The electronic recorder used to record the output 

signal of the Vapor Phase Analyser was a Minneapolis- 
Honeywell Electronic recorders model 153X4?« This parti
cular recorder was equipped with a built-in continuous 
integrator. The recorder was set to give a full scale 
reading with a signal of two millivolts, A chart speed 
of two inches per minute was found to be quite Satisfac-



tetfy*. At this chart Speedy the ratio between integrated 
area And.integrator reading was.one square inch for am 
Integrator reading of 12*5. . ■ : .

Pure oxygen5 nitrogen* hydrogen^ methane3 carbon 
dioxide* and carbon monoxide were used for .ealibrational 
purposes. One cylinder of pure helium was used to fur
nish the carrier gas, fhe oxygen* nitrogen* helium* and 

/hydrogen were obtained from a local gas supplier* AifECO . 
Supply Company* 802 South Park Avenue* Tucson* Arizona, 
The cylinders of methane* carbon dioxide* and carbon 
monoxide were obtained through the Matheson Company* In
corporated * Mewark* California, The following quantities 
were found to be quite satisfactory* 244 ft^ of 0gs .
244 ft3 of H2* 146 ft3 of He* 191 ft3 of 53 ft> of
COg, 60 ft3 of 00* and 100 ft3 of CH^6



CHAPTER III

CALIBRATION PROCBDUR1

The objeot of this thesis was t© develop a method 
qualitative and quantitative analysis 
combustion of hydrocarbon fuels' by the

by the Meehan®
products of

leal Eng:

3»1 Carrier

of The

the choice of flowIn calibrating this 
rate of the carrier gas is
elution adsorption separation method is used. The 
is usually one which will give good resolution of the 
individual components in a minimum of time depending

aatographie circuit and even 
flow rate of 100 $ 

give adequate separation. The.carrier gas was 
ally contained in a cylinder under very high 
pressure reducing valve allowed the carrier gas to 
at the pressure regulator on top of the Ceseo vapor

by use of the pressure regulator on 
the carrier gas flow rate was controlled

was
of
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pressure gauge, the chromatographic columns, the thermal 
conductivity cell, the by-pass valve and gas sampling 
valve. Upon leaving the chromatographic circuit the gas 
was made to pass through the flowmeter.

To check the calibration of the flowmeter required 
the use of a flexible rubber hose, a 250 milliliter cylin
drical beaker, graduated in milliliters, a large pall of 
water, a ringstand and a stop-watch as shown in Figure 3-1.

P/2€s>Snttg' peessu/ea?

0\

256 mi- Oy/,///2)£/<l/tL

/%//, op- CUATS/C.
<3#z

Figure 3-1 Calibration of Flowmeter
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The beaker was filled with water and was then inverted and 
held in place by the ring stand so that the beaker remained 
full of water. One end of the rubber hose was securely 
connected to the top of the flowmeter and the other end of 
the hose was placed under the water so that the escaping 
carrier gas was trapped by the beaker. The rate at which 
the carrier gas displaced the water from the beaker was 
measured. The time required for the gas to drive the last 
40 milliliters from the graduated beaker was measured. By 
using this volume, it was assumed that the calibration 
took place at the existing atmospheric conditions. In 
the event a higher degree of accuracy is desired. Equa
tion 3-1 may be used.

v - vw PB " pw * 5 2 0  (3.1)
g w 760 T

where Vg is the volume of the gas in ml/min, Vw is the 
volume of water collected in ml/min, P_ is barometric pres-D
sure in mm. of Hg., is the vapor pressure of water in 
ram. of Hg., and T is absolute temperature of gas flowing 
in deg. R.

As the carrier gas passed through the flowmeter at 
different pressures controlled by the pressure regulator, 
the position of the red sapphire ball indicator in the 
flowmeter was recorded against the measured flow rate.



When the molecular sieves column and the silica .gel edi=* 
umn were in series (the reason for using molecular "sieves 
and silica gel is as explained on page 37}s it was. found 
that a reading of 19»0 pounds per square inch on the 
pressure regulator would give a flow rate of 100 ml/min 
Of the carrier gas. fhe corfeSponding position of the 
sapphire ball in the flowmeter for this flow rate was 
lO.?* With the- by-pass valve open and the molecular 
sieves column cut out of the chromatographic circuit» 
a pressure of 14.9 psig was required to maintain the red 
sapphire ball at 10.7 on the flowmeter.

it should be noted her© that the complete chros* 
atographic circuit was encased in the Gene© oven and all 
experimental calculations were conducted at constant 
temperature. The temperature of the oven which contained 
the chromatographic circuit was maintained at 40 degrees 
centigrade throughout the calibration process. If the 
oven temperature had been changed to a new values recall** 
bration of the flow rate of the carrier gas would have 
been necessary.

As pointed out in Chapter 19 the peak areas of a 
chromatogram of the differential elution development type 
separation must be multiplied by a proportionality con** 
stant. To determine this proportionality constants the 
following procedure was used.



si
3»£ Oven Temperature

The even heating element wad turned on and the oem^ 
trel for the temperature of the oven was set to hold a 
eonstant temperature of 40 degrees centigrade. In order 
to allow ample time for the recorder and the oven to 
reach a steady state condition5 a warm-up period of no 
less than one hour is recommended. The temperature of 
the oven was shows- os a thermometer which extended from 
the center of the oven up through a glass chimney on the 
top of the oven.

Once the oven and its components (thermal conduc
tivity cell and chromatographic columns) reached a steady 
state temperature5 the carrier gas was allowed to pass 
through the chromatographic circuit. The circuit was 
purged with the carrier gas to ensure that there was no 
air or any other gases which might have been left from a 
previous run. A quick check to see if the circuit was 
clear of foreign matter was. made by observing the recorder 
to see if the recording pen was holding on the base line 
(aero reading) without drifting. This usually took 10 to 
15 minutes.

Since the sensitivity of the thermal conductivity 
cell may be manually adjusted by the nine position sensi
tivity control switch on the control panel of the Vapor 
Phase Analysernine different proportionality constants ■



must be calculated. Each of the nine positions of the 
,sensitivitf switch gave one-half the recorder pen deflec
tion of the ae%t higher setting,

■. A schematic drawing of the chromatographic circuit 
used for this analysis is shown in Figure 3-2,

Specified mixtures of pure gases used for cali
brating were obtained by the following method =, A level
ing bottle containing a solution of sodium sulfate {20% 
by weight)» sulfuric acid {5% by weight) and distilled 
water was connected by means of a plastic hose to a 
cylindrical glass graduate. This graduate was originally 
a 250 ml graduate@ but was modified by cutting off the 
base and top pouring .lip. Henceforthfl this modified 
graduate will be referred to as the gas calibrating col
umn. The purpose of the mixture in the leveling bottle 
was to prevent carbon dioxide from going Into solution 
with the distilled water= The leveling bottle and gas 
calibrating column were clamped to a double ring stand0 
as shown in Figure 3*3•
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Chromatographic Circuit

Pressure Regulator
Pressure Gage A

Carrier Gas 
Inlet

A Valves 1&2

Plow Meter

Gas Sampling Valve
’T K e  T S e a T J ------

By-Pass Valve
2.5 co 
i2£E (_>

t ® -
A

jLOJUfit JUUUUtiL
Molecular Silica 
Sieves Gel
Column Column

Oven

Gas
Sample
Inlet

Thermal Conductivity Cell

Carrier Gas In

Figure 3-2
Sample In

Carrier 
Gas Out

L

Sample Out

Handle
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Gas sample
Inlet or outlet

Leveling Bottle
Two-Way Valve 
Open to Atmosphere

Solution of 
Sodium Sulfate 
Sulfuric Acid, 
and W a t e r  -

Gas Calibrating 
Column

Figure 3-3 Calibrating Column and 
Leveling Bottle

The calibrating column was held stationary while the level
ing bottle could be moved up or down relative to the 
sodium sulfate solution level in the gas calibrating 
column.

Inserted through the rubber stopper in the top of 
the gas calibrating column was one outlet of a two-way



fhe irilet df the two-way valve was beiiaected by 
means of a rubber beae to the pressure reducing regulator 
atop the cylinders of pure gases= Before a quantify of 
pure gas was allowed to pass into the calibrating ebl- 
umig the calibrating column was filled with the sodium 
sulfate solution all the way up the two-way valve. The

■ing column used for calibra- 
quantity, % e  volume between 

the two-way valve and the top mark on the calibrating 
column was measured and found to be 27»5 ml. The two- 
way valve was set so that the rubber hose connecting the 
cylinder of pure gas could be purged by letting the gas 
escape to the atmospherep. via the two-way valve, After 
* few seconds of.purgingj, the two-way valve was turned to 
allow the pure gas to flew into the calibrating column. 
The gas then forced the sodium sulfate solution from the 
calibrating column back into the leveling bottle. Under 

ip any volume of pure gas could be taken, 
the desired amount had passed into the calibrating



gas was taken at atm©spherie conditions„ This was ace©m» 
plished by having the top ef the solution, in the leveling' 
bottle even with the tap of the column of solution in the 
calibrating colum* With this sort of arrangement 9 a

or a mixture of pure gases could be 
in the -calibrating column<, . In order to pass the 
sample from the calibrating column to the gas ' 
valve of the. Vapor Phase Analyserg the rubber 

hose from the two-way valve was disconnected from the 
pressure reducing regulator and connected to the inlet 
#f the gas sampling valve« The approximate volume 
needed to properly purge the hose and gas sampling valve . 
was 100 ml of sample» It was imperative that ample 
purging of the gas sample valve was accomplished<, To 
force the sample out of the calibrating column9 the levels 
ing bottle was raised to a level approximately 30 cm 
above the level of the solution in the calibrating cel- 
wm» As the last of the gas sample was being driven out 
of the gas calibrating column^ the gas sampling valve 
atop the Vapor Phase Analyser was turned* trapping a 
volume of 205 @c» The two-way valve was turned to prevent 
the solution from being driven into the loops of the gas 
sampling valve» By this method the gas sampling valve was 
able to put into the -Chromatographic circuit a volume of



iy the ehreffietographid oireuit 
in figure 3=# centained only two chrema- 

tie eelunmSe The first eoltinm, Siliea Gel* was 
9=63 feet in lengths The sainpurpoae of this column was 
to temporarily adsorb OOg? It should be noted here that 
Silica Gel does mot retard Selectively the other coEpon* 
ents (e»goy Hgy Og0 CH^ and 00), The length of 
time that a column ef Silled Gel could hold up COg was 
dependent upon the length of the column and the flow rate 
of the carrier gas. The second chromatographic column in 
the circuit* Molecular Sieves9 was used to separate out 
Rg, Gg*. Rg.* GH^ * and GO, The length of this column

The retention times of the following pure gases
a IL 5 cc volume in

loop and 
.through the 
alone. When the 
circuit9 the Molecular 
reason for the by-pass: 
through the Molecular 
oxide is almost

Since it wa 
would start to pass

to be carried 
circuit by the carrier gas.
Oo was passed through the 
column was by»pass©d. The 

was to prevent COg from passing 
column because carbon di«
'adsorbed on Molecular Sieves, 

that the Silica Gel column
12 minutes of
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elaps#d time from the introduction of the sample into the
carrier gas, for the conditions of this investigation,, 
the by-pass valve was opened at this elapsed time and 
valves 1 and 2 were closed^ thereby allowing COg to pass 
directly to the thermal conductivity cell without pass
ing through the Molecular Sieves column, After the GGg 
was completely read out (!,e,s passed through the thermal 
conductivity cell), the valves were returned to their 
original positioniaSl any components.which still remained 
ih the Molecular Sieves column (in this work there was 
only CO) were forced on through. '

3,4 Retention Times
The following table is; a table of the retention 

times of the gases used in this investigation.

%

TABLE 3-1

RETENTION TIMES
Gas Time 

2 iiias 00 sec

e o a

CO

3 mihs 15 sec 
5 aims 20 sec 
8 sins 13 sec 
13 alms 44 sec 
23 rains 52 See
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These retention times pertain only to the partic

ular configuration of columns used in this thesis. The
time shorn here for CO is a specific retention time char
acteristic of only this chromatographic circuit because 
the carrier gas was direrted from the Molecular Sieves 
column while GOg was being emitted from the Silica Gel 
column.

Another time which may be of some importance is 
the approximate time when the gases just start to pass 
through the thermal conductivity cell. These times are 
Shown in Table 3-2.

• TABLE 3-2

LEAD OUT TIMES

Time 
1 min 55 see
3 min 00 see
4 min 51 see[
7 min 2? see 

• ;t 12 min 36 see
21 min 30 sec

Gas
h2

°2
&

C%
G02

GO



CH&PTEI If

RESULTS AID COHCLUSXQHS

The proportienality constants determined from this 
experimental work for hydro gen* oxygen nitrogen a methane 9 
carbon dioxides and carbon monoxide at different sensitiv
ity settings are reported In Appendix A,

In the process of running the tests for calcu
lating these proportionality constantsp it was discovered 
that the volumes of the two gas loops ©f the gas SSapling 
valve were not identical. Therefores the loops were 
marked for identification with and WP®. Subsequent 
data taken for ealibrational purposes is listed as either 
pertaining to the ®H® loop or the ®PW loop.

The relationship between integrator readings,
(%)„ and the percentage of the volume of gas component 
present, (?q ), was

a -iB

where uois the proportionality constant. /
Time did not permit the determination of u for all 

nine sensitivities with the same degree of accuracy and
"> ' . 40 .



before using those u8s which wore not calculated from 
extensive testings it is recommended that further testing 
at those sensitivities be conductedd

Additional experiments which could be performed 
using the conditions of this thesis would be to note the 
ability of the existing columns to separate as the carrier 
gas flow rate was varied» Also, analysis could be per
formed at different oven temperatures.

By replacing the chromatographic columns with 
G.L.C. columns gas liquid chromatography could be studied.

In addition to gaS samples of unknowns to be 
analyzedg liquid samples could be used with this gas chrom
atography apparatus.
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appendix a



A^X

F loop

?Ol COESt,

6 1,295 8 6,64 1,208
6 4,79 1,251 9 7,32. 1,230
10 1,252 17 11,28 1,510
11 8,4® 42 31,2 1,265
23 18,75 1,225 57 40,9 1.395
41 32,9 1,245

m la26
cr s

U *» loj
cr-

43



TABLE A-.J?

H loop

% by ?ol Const,
#4)

g loop
ado
$ by Vol Coast

37 13.2 2.806 38 15.40 2.470
37 13.85- 2*670 39 '■ 16.20 2.407
38 13.75 2.761 41 16,90 2.428
36 14.25 2.660 41 17.10 2,400
45 19.10 2.358 46 16.60 2.770
46 17.8 '2.583 46 18,70 2.460
47 18.05 2,608 52 19,65 2,647
48 18.30 2.620 54 21,40 2.520
48 20,20 2.378 59 21,20 2.780
50 21.10 2.370 63 23*90 . 2.638
52 20,10 "2,585 64 23*50 2.720
68 28.20 2*410 65 23.20 2*800

Ave. m = 2.570, Ave. u — 2.585
<r = *147 cr ss *150

44



m m m - j w(Goatd)

Reado • lategtv Read0% by ¥©1 Coasta $ by fol .('Seasitlwity #6) .
"34 3 = 42 9a#4. . 71 7l64
66 6.84 9=5@ 70 7.18

aye. u - 9=82 . Aye. tt «
cr « „i96 <=

55 2.69 20.43 60 . 3.09 .
56 3.08 18.18 ; 74 3 = 46

Ave. ti == 19=34 ■ Aye.. u :
^  - 1.124 <r*«

43 .80 53.8 62 1.16
30 .772 38.4 61 £.56 ;
55 1.542 35.6

Aye. m = 42.5 Aye. u =
.<T w s .O  cT =

■ Const.

9.31 
9=76 ; 
* 9=54 
= .237

19.45 
21.38 

= 20.40 
» .7644

39 = 50
.345



tabus a -3

U s s i
Integra Read0% fey ¥dl Coast. (Sensitivity §3)

90 68o9 . 1.308
96 72.0 1.333
100 73 *0 1.371
106 78.2 1.358
118 @3.1 1.420

Ave. u == 1.356 
CT * .038

Read.
% by ¥ol Const.

71 54.7 1.298
100 69.6 1.436
102 70.0 1.458
105 76.2 1.391
106 72.4 1.463
109 75.5 1.445
119 85.4 1.395

Avs. u = 1.412 
C=, .054

NITROGEN READINGS

Integr.

46



TABLE A-3 
(Gontd)

H loo#
Bategr,, Bead.

■bj fol. Const

27 11.3 2.39
40 16.9 2.37
41 15.3 2.68
42 15.32 . 2.74
47 17.25 2,72
47 17.4 2,70
55 20.4 2.70
56 22.0 ...j 2.-54:
63 ; 24.8' 2.54
72 27.0 2.67
80 31.0 2.58

Afe. u = 2.61 
* .124

P loon 
Integr. Read.

% by Vol Const

37 16.6 2.23
46 21.0 2,19
48 19.6 2.45.
61 19.65 3.11
61 20.2 3.02
64 20.7 3.09
65 26,6 2,445
77 25.6 ^ 3.00
97 33.9 2.87

Aw. u *». 2.T1 
Cf= .127

47



TABXE A-4

FilTHAHE' READ BIGS

H loop
Imtegr. R@ad0 Int@gr0

% by Volo Constc 
(Sensitivity §k)

28 12,1 2,31 31
38 15.63 2,43 37
39 16,7 2.33 38
41 17.4 2.36 49
41 18,5 2,22 51
47 21,4 2 .20 . 52
47 ' 22,0 2,14 55
48 21,1 3,27 . 71
82‘ -34.3 - 2.40 74

78
91

kv&o u «= 2»30
,091

Reado
% by Vole Consto

13.4 2.32
17.5 2.11
16.6 2,29
21.0 2.33
22,5. 2.26
23.6 2,20
23.7 . 2,32
30.6 2.32
31.4 2.35
33.0' 2.36,
40,5 2,25

0 M ^ % a 38
<r» o07i



• M L B  A-4 (Geiitd)

METHAHE RMDINGS

Izitegr. Read,
% by Vol 

(Setisitivity #8)
Const.

Integr. Read.
% by Vol Const.

67 2.70 2.48 27 1.17 2,31
71 3.08 •2,33 93 4.25 2.19
74 2,40 3,08 104 5.05 2.08
SI 2.28 3.55 105 4.99 2.11

■' 93 3,04 3.06
Aire, u = 2.90 Ave. la.= 2.17

cr = ,44a <r^ Ooo8i

z 49



TABLE iU5 

CARBON DIOXIDE READINGS

O S 2 E
Integr. .Read»

% by f ol 
fSensitivity #4)

Const.
Integr. Read.

: fo by Vol Const,

44 19,8 2.22 60 22, A 2.68
, 45 19,8 2.27 64 26.0 2.46 •

69 29.7 2,32
Ave. u = 2.27 Ave. u = 2.57

cr= ,0415 cr II H H

(Sensitivity §7)
136 7.3 18.65 164 9.18 17.85
163 8.73' 18.68 184 8.83" 20.80
182 9.49 19.20 219 10.20 21.50
198 10.0 19,80 -

Ave. u =19.05 Ave, u1 - 20.05
* .470 <r= 1.575

(Sensitivity ^8}
180 4.63 38.8 85 2.44 34.8
182 . 5,39 33.8 248 6,22 39.8
199 5.59 >5.0 ,
Ave, u = 35.9 G* — 2.13 Ave, u = 37.3 O^- 2.50

50



TABLE iU6

CARBON MONOXIDE READINGS

Integr1. Read.
% by Vol

ivlty #4)
Const 0

6? 23 oO 2,91
73 25.7 2.84
74 25.8 2.87
77 26.6 2.89
86 30:5 2.82
@9 31.5 2.82
94 31.2 3.'01.
109 38.0 2.8?
121 42.5 2.85
139 49.2 2.83
153 57.9 2.65
164 62<i'8 2.61
. 168 63.5 2.65

Ave 0 u ** 2 . 82
CT = .12

Integro Read
% by ?©1 Consto

46 ' 23 . 8 1.93
49 21.0 2.33
58 24.2 2.40
65 26.6 2.44
69 28.8 2.40
74 30.4 2.43
79 32.2 2.46
83 35.7 2=33
86 34.7 2.48
132 50.5 2.62
153-■ 63=0 2.43

Are, u = 2o39 
.162

51



f m m  ju6
(Contd)

CARBON MONOXIDE READINGS

Integra Read»f0 hr fol 
(Sensitivity #8)

112 3-42
141 3 M

320 7,98

Integr,
Const,

32.8 94
36,5 203
4060 244

u = 36,5

P loop
Read,
% by fol Const.

2,65 35-5
6,55 31.0
7o03 34.7
Ave, u * 34*6 

CT= 2,36
Ave,

or = 2 o 94

52



APPEHDXX B

TTPlCkt PLOT OF PERCENT VOLUME PRESENT 
VERSUS INTEGRATOR READING
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REPRESENTATIVE CHROMATOGRAM OF OASES 

USED m  TH IS THESIS
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